1. Describe four to five courses that you took as part of your undergraduate coursework (required or elective). For each, describe (a) the lessons of the course that have most influenced your thinking and in what ways, and (b) the concepts and skills of the course that you expect to use in your graduate life.
   2. At least two of these courses should relate to your CS4911 project, and you should describe how the skills and concepts from those two courses helped you complete your CS4911 project.
   3. At least two of the courses should come from your CS coursework.
   4. At least two of the courses should come from your LCC coursework.
   5. Describe how at least two of the courses interacted, e.g., how lessons from one were enforced in another, how skills and concepts were necessary for the other course, or even how you saw contradictions between the content of the two courses.